ThunderPOS for iPad

Frequently Asked Question

What is it?
ThunderPOS for iPad can be used in combination with the back-office cloud site
(https://www.thunderpos.net) as a full point of sale solution, or in combination with one or more
ThunderPOS for Windows station to use as a linebreaker. In either case, your database will reside on
the cloud, allowing you to check people out wherever your iPad can have an internet connection.

What can I do with it?
- Two alternate screens for processing transactions at the register. The standard register screen allows
you to scan items with a standard bluetooth scanner. The touchscreen register is for stores that prefer
to present a list of items for the cashier to select from. The touchscreen can be configured from your
backoffice. Both screens make it simple to sell new or used items, and to accept trade-ins in up to five
conditions. You can even vary your trade-in price based on whether you are paying store credit or cash.
ThunderPOS for iPad also allows you to place and take deposits on special orders and pre-orders.
Optionally, you can even import new items on the fly from numerous industry databases.
- Sell and redeem gift cards quickly and easily. Look up balance on any gift card at the register
- Process credit cards with either an integrated iPad card reader or a full PIN pad.
- Search and view your inventory items by item ID, name, description, category, dept, etc. View
information on any of your inventory items and add it to the transaction as new or used. Serial
numbered items are also supported.
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- Search and view your customers by customer ID, name, phone number, etc. View information on any
customer, including store account or loyalty program information. Update customer information such
as phone number and address at the register. Add new customers to your store database.
- Search and view previous sale, return and trade-in transactions. Search by customer, date, register,
cashier, etc. View all items sold on previous transactions and add an item to a return with one click.
- Search and view all open customer orders, including special orders and pre-orders. Select an order
being picked up and put it on the current transaction.
- Add bluetooth barcode scanner, receipt printer, and cash drawer for a full Point Of Sale station

I’m new to ThunderPOS. Can I try a demo of the ThunderPOS Mobile register app?
Sure! ThunderPOS for iPad requires a database in order to function. In order to let you browse around
the app, we have set up a demo backend account, which you can browse. Logging onto the demo server
is easy. Instructions are in chapter 1 below: How to use the demo.

I'm already a ThunderPOS user. How do I get it?
You’ll need a few things: An iPad, a license for ThunderPOS, and for your database to be cloud-based
rather than running from a local server. If you don’t have any of these things, contact Sales for more
detail at (919) 387-7597x100. Once you have the components installed on your local server, you’ll need
to download ThunderPOS from the app store. Support can assist with the settings, but we’ll show you
where they’re set below.

What if I want to use a desktop version instead?
If you want to use a desktop version, that’s completely fine! Look for more information on our Windows
version on http://www.thunderpos.com or contact us at (919) 387-7597; you can use the desktop
version in addition to or instead of an iPad.
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Register Screen

There are two register screens available for use in the iPad. First, pictured above, is the traditional
invoice screen. This is meant for use with a scanner.
You can switch between selling items, returning items, and trading items in by touching the tabs to the
right of item id.
You can make modifications to an item that is on the invoice by touching the item on the list; this will
take you to the item change screen described below.
You can remove items from the invoice by swiping along that item to the left on the item list.
The words that appear in blue are functional; touching them will take some action. Text in black or
white is informational.
Quantity allows you to change how many you’re selling.
You can tab between new and used to change between selling new items and selling used items.
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Touching Used Condition allows you to change between your used conditions – ABCDE or 1 or 2
depending on your schema set through ExtremePOS. This is used for adjusting the value of items that
are used when they are placed on the invoice, whether for sales, returns, or trade-ins.
Touching Trade-in Payment allows you to change whether trade-ins are for cash or for store credit.
Add Untracked Item allows you to sell an item that is not in your inventory. You can fill in a cost,
description, price and whether it’s taxed or not.
Add Gift Card places a gift card on the invoice, allowing you to sell either a Vantiv gift card or an internal
ExtremePOS one.
Gift Card Balance will allow you to check the balance of a gift card.
Open Drawer pops a cash drawer, if one has been configured in settings.
Customer allows you to enter a customer id and select it. If you need to search, go to the customer tab
along the bottom. The i button to the right will give full information on the selected customer.
Discount allows you to give a percent discount to the entire invoice.
Check Out will bring you to the checkout screen, described below.
Suspend will place an invoice on hold. You can recall on hold transactions through the transactions tab.
Cancel will delete the current invoice, removing all items and defaulting back to the cash customer.
Finally, along the top, Touch Screen Register will swap to the other register view, described below, while
logout will take you back to the login screen.
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Touch Screen Register

The touch screen register is more appropriate for stores with a relatively small number of items,
operating without a scanner. You can flip between the touch screen register and the standard register
in the middle of an invoice, using the button in the top left of the screen.
The majority of the space on this version of the screen are items and groups that are set up for display
within store server. Touching these items will add them to the invoice.
As on the other screen, touching an item will allow you to change it, and deleting the item is done by
swiping to the left.
Check out will take you to the checkout screen.
Many of the functions on this screen are the same as those on the normal register, but are hidden
beneath the more option:
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Suspend will place the invoice on hold.
Cancel transaction will remove the current invoice, clear all items, and provide you with a blank one to
work from.
Change customer will allow you to enter a customer number. If you need to search by name, you can do
that through the customer tab.
Change condition changes the condition of used items.
Change trade-in payment alternates between trading in for store credit or cash.
Change discount changes the discount for the entire invoice. To adjust an individual item, touch on that
item.
Sell untracked item allows you to sell an item without having it set up in inventory, for a price and cost
you lay out when selecting this.
Sell gift card allows you to issue a gift card, either Vantiv or internal.
Gift card balance allows you to check the outstanding balance on a gift card.
Open Drawer opens a drawer if one is configured in settings.
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Checking Out

The checkout screen allows you to enter the types of currencies that are being used by the customer.
Clicking a button will allow you to enter a payment of that type. Once you’ve added the payment, you
can clear it out in the list to the right.
If you’re using a credit card or gift card method that allows for manual transactions, you’ll need to hit
the “manual” button to the right of the normal method.
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Time Clock

The time clock allows your employees to clock in or out. This can be reached from either version of the
register by clicking on the Time Clock link next to the Logout link in the upper right-hand corner.
Once there, simply click clock in or clock out next to the employee who needs to do so. If the option is
enabled for passwords to be required for this, they’ll need to enter them now.
For editing shifts, you’ll need to go through the backoffice.
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Notifications

The notification system allows you to know when events happen within the system that you might need
to know about, such as an ecommerce order coming in or an import through the backoffice completing.
By default, when you enter this screen only notifications you have not marked as read will show. You
can show read notifications by checking the box in the lower left.
You can mark notifications read individually to the right of the notification, or mark all read using the
bottom center button.
Notifications and their read/unread status are shared between all stations and the backoffice.
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Item Searches

You can reach the item search screen by tapping the items icon along the bottom strip, then clicking the
magnifying glass in the top left.
When doing a search, the Item ID fields look for exact matches, as do the quantity fields. The name,
description, description 2, and manufacturer are contains searches – searching for a name of Madden,
for instance, will find Madden 2016.
For fields highlighted in blue, touch them to bring up an interface to change your search.
You can sort by the primary item number or the item name by tapping on the sort by label.
Once you do the search, you’ll get a results screen that looks like the below:
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The left hand side is dominated by the list of items on the current page. You can set how many appear
in this at a time on the search screen.
If more than that number are in the results, than above the list of items will be labels that allow you to
tab to the next page, and if not on the first page the previous page.
Tapping on an item – not the ‘add new’ or ‘add used’ label but the item itself – will allow you to see the
details on the item to the right-hand side.
Touching the ‘add new’ or ‘add used’ labels will place the item on the invoice with that condition.
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Customer Search

Similar to the item search, you can search for either an exact id or a number of other fields. However,
unlike items, you can add a customer from the iPad. To initiate this, rather than Search you’ll hit the
New Customer button.
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When adding a customer, the ID and first and last names are required fields. Other fields are completely
optional, and may be filled out or not filled out depending on your business needs and your preferences.
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Similar to the item list, the customer search result will allow you to page between results, view the
information on a particular customer by touching them, or select the customer for an invoice by tapping
the select label next to that customer’s.
You can get back to the search screen by tapping search in the top left.
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Transaction Search

The transaction search will allow you to look up past transactions, useful when someone wants a refund
or when there is a problem where the history is needed.
In addition to the search, there are two other functions available through this screen.
Find suspended transactions allows you to recall transactions that have been placed on hold using the
suspend buttons on the transaction screen. Going through this will allow you to reopen those
transactions in order to complete them
Tapping on a transaction list item will bring up the transaction’s details.
For the report, you can set a start date and time, and fill in the station number you’re wanting to run the
report for.
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Orders

Orders are for handling special order or preorder items.
You can create an order by selling a preorder, or trying to sell an out of stock item with stock prompting
turned on within your ExtremePOS.
Go through orders to pick one of these up. You can search by the item that’s being picked up or the
customer ID.
Finally, note that the amount they’ve deposited will be reflected on the checkout screen, not through an
adjustment to the price of the item.
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Ecommerce Orders

Going into ecommerce orders, which is found in the top-right of the orders section, will show you orders
that have been placed through an integrated WooCommerce or Shopify store. By default, you’ll only
see the ones you have not completed by shipping them.
Completed orders may be shown using the checkbox in the lower left of the screen.
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You can see the items on any order by tapping it, which will take you to a details screen as below:
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Settings

Before using the program, you’ll need to configure your settings. Most pressingly, you’ll need to put in
your credentials for Customer Number and Database Key, which you can generate through backoffice.
Default Register Screen allows you to choose between the touch register and the non-touch register
when you first log in to the program. You can switch between the screens on the fly, but this changes
the default.
Below that are settings to allow you to set up the hardware being used.
Number of Receipts affects the default numbers of receipts printed, presuming you have a receipt
printer configured to use.
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Demo Settings
These settings can be used to try out the ipad and the backoffice. Please note that this database is
restored to a default state every day, so do not expect data to be retained long term.

iPad Settings:
Customer ID: 99901122021
Database Key: 88888888

iPad Login:
Cashier ID: 01
Password: demo

Backoffice Login:
URL: https://www.thunderpos.net/
Email: sample@extremepos.com
Password: democustomer
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